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Autopilot interfaces are designed to help aircrews maintain awareness about the aircraft’s current automation mode, the lack of which

can lead to fatal accidents. However, even though researchers have identified multiple design flaws, cockpit designs remain largely

unchanged. We first review the research literature on autopilot design, with a special emphasis on addressing mode awareness in

order to create a design space that characterizes autopilot interfaces. We next follow a generative design approach that analyzes and

critiques three existing commercial autopilot interfaces with respect to this design space so as to identify their gaps and limitations.

We then extend the design space to include additional design dimensions and conclude by suggesting directions for improving future

autopilots.

Les interfaces de pilotage automatique sont conçues pour aider l’équipage à rester conscients du comportement de l’avion, car un

manque de cette conscience peut entraîner des accidents graves. Malgré l’identification de défauts de conception, leurs interfaces

restent largement inchangées. Nous passons d’abord en revue les travaux de la littérature sur les conceptions de pilotes automatiques

afin de créer un espace de conception qui les caractérise. Notre approche de conception générative a guidé l’analyse et la critique de

trois cockpits commerciaux existants, conduisant à l’identification de leurs limites. Enfin, nous avons étendu le design space avec de

nouvelles dimensions, suggérant ainsi des directions futures pour la conception des interfaces d’autopilotage.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Increasing cockpit automation has brought about a notable shift in pilots’ roles, transforming them into system

supervisors who monitor automated flight modes rather than operators who perform tasks manually [79]. This shift in

responsibilities has taken the aircrew “out of the loop” [29], prompting concerns about pilots’ situation awareness in

general and mode awareness in particular. Endsley [28, p.97] defines “Situation awareness” as “the perception of the

elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection

of their status in the near future”. Mumaw [51, p.1]” defines “mode awareness” as “the knowledge and understanding of

the current and future state and behavior of the automation.”
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Norman [58] explains that automated systems often lack feedback and argues that inappropriate design increases

the risk of human error. Other researchers have identified multiple autopilot interface design flaws, such as ambiguity

as to which knob to use [21]; lack of feedback about indirect mode changes; and flight deck errors such as simultaneous

use of control input or selecting the wrong mode [59, 101]. Misinterpretation of autopilot behavior —mode confusion—

has contributed to multiple fatal accidents [25, 29, 37, 50, 61, 85] and raises concerns about aviation safety. Over the

past several decades, aircraft manufacturers have implemented minor revisions to address some of these issues, such as

the redesign of the vertical speed target after the Air Inter Flight 148 crash [25, 37].

Despite demonstrated problems with autopilot interfaces, the aviation industry usually treats human error as a

training issue rather than as a reflection of underlying design flaws [43]. This is not altogether surprising given the

high cost of overhauling an established system which would not only be expensive financially, but would also require a

complex certification process and extensive additional pilot training. As consequence, airlines prioritize adjustments to

training and procedures [43, 92, 104] instead of explicitly redesigning the interface to reduce pilot error, and few believe

that a major cockpit redesign is likely in the near future [8, 50, 51]. Instead, new technologies have been introduced

gradually, where tinkering with the existing system [81, 83] has turned the flight deck into “a tower of babel” [35, p.11].

Unfortunately, hiding the introduction of a new technology in order to adhere to an older design can lead to disaster,

as evidenced by the two Boeing 737 MAX crashes where pilots were unable to respond to a faulty stall protection

system [16, 36, 91].

This paper argues that we need to explore new ways of interacting with autopilot systems to improve the safety of

commercial aircraft. We first provide background about autopilot interfaces in current flight decks and describe three

strategies for increasing situation awareness. We next summarize the literature on autopilot interfaces into a design

space with proposed solutions for increasing mode awareness, with three key dimensions: Touch, Vision and Space.

We use a generative approach to analyze and critique three existing commercial autopilot interfaces and identify five

gaps where technology suggested by the literature is not available in current commercial flight decks. We also identify

two additional elements — pictorial information and co-location of control and feedback — that would benefit these

interfaces. We extend the design space so that it includes Audition and Time dimensions and identify directions for

future flight decks.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

2.1 Existing autopilot interfaces

An autoflight system consists of multiple subsystems that help to automatically manage the flight path. This paper

focuses on the autopilot, a short-term mode management system composed of a mode controller and a mode annunciator.

The FCU (Flight Control Unit)
1
allows pilots to control or delegate flight path management. The pilot uses FCU

buttons and knobs to choose the desired flight control mode. Basic modes simply follow a target, such as speed, heading,

altitude and vertical speed. Advanced modes follow lateral and vertical flight path constraints, thus providing the

highest level of automatic control. A separate system, the FMA (Flight Mode Annunciator), displays the autopilot’s

current state, e.g., the authority, as well as altitude, heading, and airspeed targets. The FCU and FMA are located in

separate areas in current cockpits (Fig. 1).

1

Airbus uses the term FCU (Flight Control Unit) whereas Boeing uses MCP (Mode Control Panel). To ensure clarity and consistency, we use the term FCU
to refer to both systems.
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(a) Airbus A320 autopilot interfaces (b) Boeing B777 autopilot interfaces

(c) ATR 72-500 autopilot interfaces

Fig. 1. Autopilot interfaces on commercial aircraft physically separate control (FCU) and feedback (FMA).

2.2 Three major solutions for improving mode awareness

The research literature proposes three major solutions for improving awareness and reducing pilots’ misunderstandings

of aircraft behavior: improved procedures [92, 93], enhanced training [37, 52, 102] and better interface design [58].

2.2.1 Improved procedures. Pilots learn a set of procedures that encourage their active engagement during flight, not

necessarily by manually manipulating the controls, but rather by “mentally flying” the aircraft whenever an automated

system or co-pilot is in control. This lets the pilot anticipate FMA changes before they occur, rather than simply reacting

to changes as they happen [90]. These clear, consistent procedures reduce the likelihood of confusion and offer pilots

standardized sets of steps that help them avoid dangerous action sequences [58, 85, 92].

Unfortunately, reducing pilots’ active involvement in flying the aircraft sometimes reduces their ability to identify

and react in abnormal situations. Studies have shown that pilots sometimes deviate from established procedures and

develop diverse personal strategies for understanding what the automation is doing [13], especially when procedures

are illogical or inconsistent [22]. Roessingh et al. [69] found that airlines use aircraft differently from how they were

originally designed, both when they prescribe using automation and when they leave these choices to the discretion

of the crew. A survey by Mitchell et al. [46] reported that pilots basically favor using Standard Operating Procedures

(SOPs) but do not agree with some aspects of the airlines’ and the aircraft manufacturers’ strategies. This suggests that

establishing new mode control procedures may not fully solve the lack of mode awareness in the FMA and FCU. Even

if the procedures are very well designed, pilots may still omit, misinterpret or forget steps, especially in high-stress

situations. Procedures are only effective when pilots follow them, which requires extensive training and regular practice.

2.2.2 Enhanced training. Pilots receive extensive training to develop an accurate mental model of the autopilot’s goals

and behavior [12, 29, 51, 53, 75, 82, 85]. Soo et al [87]’s study of pilot learning revealed gaps in their knowledge of

automation functionality due to lack of practice and inadequate understanding of how the automated systems work,

made worse with long breaks between learning and practice. Pilots need better representations of the underlying
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functionality of automated systems to allow them to cope with non-standard situations [72]. Several studies suggest

that letting pilots practice nonstandard tasks and explore more diverse scenarios will increase their ability to handle

unexpected situations [64, 75, 77, 100]. For example, Sarter and Woods [75] encourage pilots to explicitly learn from

surprises experienced by themselves or other pilots.

However, while high-quality training is essential, it cannot address all problems. First, pilot training is already

extremely time-consuming and expensive and small airlines that lack the resources and finances of major airlines

cannot easily extend their training programs. This poses a challenge for implementing solutions that do not penalize

airlines with more limited training resources.

2.2.3 Better interface design. Pilots sometimes lack sufficient information to accurately track the state of the automa-

tion [58] and do not always have the resources to resolve technological failures. Wickens argues that poor situation

awareness may “result from deficient display design that fails to provide effective feedback regarding how automation

is carrying out its tasks [100, p.368]”.

Some researchers suggest that co-locating information and feedback will increase the pilots’ situation and mode

awareness [33, 35, 40, 70, 100]. Boorman et al. [14] suggest that presenting automation more simply and clearly will not

only improve understanding but also make it easier for pilots to select the optimal automation options [100]. Interfaces

should also present more useful feedback about the state of the aircraft [94], including better interpretation of the

modes [30, 35, 45, 50, 60, 68, 82, 83, 88, 95] and more salient indicators of the aircraft behavior [56, 61].

Other researchers recommend distributing information across multiple modalities. Both auditory and tactile stimuli

can capture the pilot’s attention without necessarily interfering with their visual focus on primary tasks [74, 85]. For

example, Sarter et al. [73] suggest using vibrotactile feedback [98] to convey additional information.

However, incorporating additional feedback risks increasing the complexity of the cockpit display, transforming it

into yet another element to monitor. The problems increase when the pilot must interpret multiple, poorly integrated

automated systems that address different subtasks. Although adding feedback can be beneficial, implementation details

matter. The challenge is to avoid introducing new sources of confusion or higher cognitive workload [42].

Although the goal of adding automation is to reduce the pilots’ workload, cognitive load actually increases when the

pilot’s mental model does not match the aircrafts’ current behavior, or when information does not appear in an obvious

and timely manner [9]. Suggestions for improving cockpit designs include reducing automation complexity [66], limiting

the number of options, and reducing interaction to a small set of behaviors [92]. Lintern et al. [41] argue that human

performance problems created by Glass Cockpits — modern cockpits in which analog mechanical instruments are

replaced by electronic displays — are not an inevitable consequence of increased hardware complexity or of automation

but, rather, are the result of nonfunctional design that increases complexity in the cockpit interface. This research

suggests that reassessing the design of cockpit instruments has the potential to significantly improve aviation safety.

In summary, we argue that the time has come to re-evaluate the entire flight ecosystem. Most cockpit interfaces were

designed before the introduction of automation and, despite major changes in functionality, few have been upgraded to

support the newly created monitoring tasks [83]. Aircraft manufacturers have even explicitly hidden new automation

functionality from pilots because they did not want to incur additional training costs associated with learning a new

interface [36]. In the long term, aircraft are likely to undergo further waves of new automation, with corresponding

opportunities for redesigning cockpit interfaces to match. Although a radical overhaul of the cockpit is unlikely in the
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short term [8, 50, 51], the transition from analog cockpits to Glass Cockpits demonstrates the feasibility of modifying

cockpit designs, provided that the changes offer measurable improvements in safety.

3 A DESIGN SPACE FOR AUTOPILOT INTERFACES

The main goal of the autopilot interfaces is to control autopilot modes (input) and provide information about the

aircraft’s behavior (output). We thus introduce a design space that encompasses both input and output to serve as a

framework for exploring new cockpit designs (see Fig. 2). We began by selecting research papers about cockpit mode

awareness, especially those that address concepts and approaches related to autopilot interfaces. We used an inductive

approach [15] to identify three key design dimensions: Touch , Vision and Space .

Fig. 2. The Autopilot Interface Design Space is grounded on the literature and existing cockpits along three principal

dimensions, Touch, Vision, Space, that are divided into categories. Some categories may contain multiple

elements, such as a tangible interface that uses a touchscreen.

Touch. The first dimension relates to Tactile Input with Mode Control Philosophy and Haptic Feedback .

Tactile Input approaches include tangible, touchscreen, or hybrid combination of both.

Modern “Glass Cockpits” provide physical tangible controllers — knobs, switches and buttons [97] — for interacting

with flight data. For example, Boorman et al. [14] developed a novel autopilot design that lets pilots select targets by

turning and pushing knobs. Schutte et al.’s [80] Haptic-Multimodal Flight Control uses sticks and throttles as

physical controllers to point and “shoot” at various targets.

Emerging avionics concepts are replacing traditional cockpit devices with touchscreens. This transition offers several

advantages such as direct manipulation, control performance that could be superior to physical instruments [2, 5], and
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the flexibility in the positioning of instruments and controls [3, 39]. While touchscreen technology has potential, some

studies have shown mixed results regarding its impact. For example, a study by Rouwhorst et al. [70] introduced a

touchscreen control panel for mode selection, but the system did not reduce workload or enhance situation awareness in

a statistically significant manner and this worsening effect was aggravated under severe turbulence. In fact, touchscreens

are being introduced relatively slowly into the cockpits of commercial aircraft, mainly because of the safety issues

associated with use in adverse turbulent conditions [17] that impact the accurate interaction with touch-based interfaces,

potentially leading to unintended inputs or errors [17, 19, 27].

By combining tangible and touch features, interfaces can counteract the negative effects of turbulence by offering

appropriate solutions [35, 62, 63]. Hutchins [35] presented a graphical interface for autopilot mode management systems.

Targets values are set by manipulating physical knobs and modes are selected by touching icons that represent the

desired mode. Pauchet et al. [62] introduced GazeForm, a system that acts as a touchscreen when users’ eyes are

focused on interaction, but which dynamically transforms into a physical control that emerges when the user’s gaze

shifts away from the touch interaction area. The results of their user study demonstrated that GazeForm generated

a lower subjective mental workload and led to a higher efficiency of execution. In another study, Pauchet et al. [63]

explored a foldable interactive surface with the goal to make touch interaction in the cockpit more efficient and reliable.

Results showed that the folds helped to reduce physical effort by stabilizing the arm and hand. This physicality was

also associated with better performance in the piloting task in a turbulent environment [17].

Mode Control Philosophy highlights two different approaches to mode control, where each button can have a

Single mode or Multiple mode attached. Those approaches are different in terms of their operational philosophy and the

level of complexity they introduce to the interface.

In the Single-mode-per-button approach, each button on the interface corresponds to a specific mode, and pressing

a button directly activates the associated mode. This approach is straightforward and easy to understand, providing

a clear one-to-one mapping between buttons and modes. However, it may require a larger number of buttons when

numerous modes are used. Boeing’s mode controller uses push buttons—or "switches"—for specific mode engagement.

A green light within the switch indicates that the buttons is activated. Likewise, IMMI’s modes [35] are engaged by

pressing icons, and each icon represents a mode.

On the other hand, the multiple-mode-per-button approach corresponds to one input button with several possible

outcomes. A first case corresponds to moded input buttons where a single action leads to different results, as the output

depends on the initial state of the system [84]. This design has a high potential for causing confusion of pilots [49].

The second case corresponds to a multifunction button that has several available interactions. For example, Airbus

uses buttons that can be pushed or pulled [1]. This approach conserves space and reduces clutter, but it introduces an

additional layer of complexity in mode management. Since there are different ways of interacting with the button, pilots

have to remember what to do to activate the desired modes, which can lead to inadvertent entries or errors [1, 31, 103].

Haptic Feedback presents the significant advantage of providing eye-free information and catching pilot’s

attention without impacting the current visual focus which could be on the instruments or exterior of the plane. Haptic

Feedback can be grounded or wearable.

Grounded haptic feedback involves system that is integrated into the aircraft’s structure or controls. Some aircraft,

such as the ATR 72-500, have their yoke moving when the autopilot is activated. Although this feedback can also be

characterized as aural or visual, the pilot can feel the aircraft’s steering actions by grabbing the yoke. The same applies
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to Boeing’s moving auto throttles, which provide important information on thrust management. Even if the information

is minimal, at least it lets the pilot know the aircraft’s current behavior. Similarly, Schutte et al. proposed a flight control

system that provide haptic feedback through a back-driven stick and throttle. These moving controllers allow the pilot

to physically feel the aircraft’s dynamic actions and understand what the automation is doing [80].

Haptic feedback can also serve as a wearable cockpit instrument that provide information on aircraft behavior [96].

Vibrotactile devices convey information such as aircraft attitude, by generating vibrating feedback directly onto the

pilot’s skin [18]. Sklar and Sarter [86] conducted a simulator study to determinate the effectiveness of visual, tactile and

combined tactile and visual feedback in detecting and identifying uncommanded mode changes. The study compared the

visual feedback of the FMA, a wrist-based vibration and a combination of both visual and tactile cues. Results showed

that both the tactile-only and tactile-visual conditions led to higher detection rates and faster reaction times than

visual feedback alone. While tactile-only feedback resulted in a few misidentifications, the visual-only and tactile-visual

conditions consistently ensured proper identification when transitions were detected. These results are in line with

a previous study [57] that compared visual feedback with tactile feedback. A series of studies have delved into the

application of tactile stimulation in the torso area. Van Erp et al. [96] introduced a tactile vest made of vibrating tactors

that provide information about yaw rotation and demonstrated its potential in mitigating spatial disorientation. Rupert

[71] developed the Tactical Situation Awareness System (TSAS), a vest that provides orientation information to the

pilot through torso tactors, and investigated the impact on pilot’s situation awareness of position and orientation. In

an evaluation in simulated shipboard departure, pilots reported a better situation awareness with TSAS compared to

departure without it.

Vision. The visual dimension has two elements that based on the literature are relevant to describe: the Mode

Representation and the Field of view for Feedback .

Mode Representation highlights two different approaches that can be used to display mode information: labels

(written text) or graphic symbols.

Autopilots use labels and textual displays to indicate targets, abstract modes used by the system [94] and describe

the aircraft’s behavior [30]. Unambiguous labels that clearly distinguish between different types of signals help the

pilots quickly identify the meaning and involvement of the system [14, 48, 65, 82]. This reduces the risk of feedback

ambiguity, which can otherwise lead to a lack of understanding [85].

An alternative approach is the use of icons or graphical representations [35, 50, 56, 83]. Oliver [60] claimed that

the most reliable, effective and acceptable means of increasing situational awareness is the use of intuitive pictorial

displays “in which the subject matter is shown in graph or picture form, in a manner which does not require a thought

process for understanding [60, p.5]”. Earlier, Stokes and Wickens [88] provided an extensive discussion of pictorial

display formats and discussed about the use of monochrome or color for pictures and schematics. Both the opinion

and performance data indicate that the concept of color pictorial formats is better than monochrome pictorial formats

in terms of performance [99] and especially in high workload contexts and when the pilot had to recall information

from a previously viewed format display [89]. Studies also compared traditional alphanumeric formats with pictorial

formats and concluded that when a higher number of modes were presented, the icon-based FMA format improved

mode recall over the baseline [95]. Moreover, pictorial display formats outperformed alphanumeric formats at short

exposure durations [89]. This advantage tended to diminish with longer exposure durations. Funabiki [32] proposed
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a perspective display format that help the pilot to understand the autopilot behavior thank to icons and graphical

representations of the current and future trajectory and autopilot modes.

Field of view for Feedback refers to the position within the cockpit of the output that can be in the peripheral

vision or in the foveal vision. We define output as any component that provides the pilot with information about the

currently engaged modes. In modern cockpit configurations, this role is typically fulfilled by the FMA that plays a

central role in providing this output.

The location of the FMA on top of the Primary Flight Display (PFD) (Fig. 1) is in peripheral vision most of the time

due to the fact that pilots look more often at the PFD [34, 51]. However, the FMA is designed for foveal vision and so it

is not salient enough to compete with other visual elements in a dynamic and data-rich context such as PFD [54–56].

The further away pilots’ attentional focus is from the FMA, the less likely they are to notice mode changes. However,

Alaman et al. [67] claimed that it is incorrect to state that pilots do not see peripheral changes while gazing on the PFD.

The authors concluded that the perceptual span of pilots expands to peripheral vision. Nikolic and Sarter [56] compared

the effectiveness of current foveal feedback of the FMA and two implementations of peripheral visual feedback for

keeping pilots informed about uncommanded changes in the status of an automated cockpit system. The two peripheral

visual feedback types signaled a transition in a more luminous way than the current FMA feedback to capture attention

more effectively. Both peripheral visual displays resulted in higher detection rates of unexpected events and faster

response times, without interfering with the performance of concurrent visual tasks any more than does the current

FMA.

An alternative approach is to place the feedback within the pilots’ foveal vision, i.e. within the PFD. Horn et al. [33]

proposed to merge mode information with flight data on the PFD by adding a green box next to the different flight

data if the system controls it. This approach embeds the FMA within the natural scanning pattern of pilots, ensuring

that the relevant information is presented in the foveal vision, as the stimulus is applied directly to the raw data field

frequently viewed by the pilots. Similarly, Sherry and Mauro [83] presented a new design to show airspeed modes on

the speed tape of the PFD. Funabiki [32] integrated a set of shapes into the PFD, describing the ideal flight path, flight

information and autopilot modes.

Space. The spatial dimension has three elements that are considered relevant based on the literature: the Control

distribution , the Relative position between the control and feedback, and the Feedback distribution.

Control distribution refers to the position of the input within the cockpit that controls modes and targets. The

control position could be either shared or independent.

In the current flight deck, both pilots share the mode control interfaces with the autopilot, located in the middle

between the two pilots, in the center of the cockpit (Fig. 1). Placing the mode control panel in a shared and centralized

position allows both pilots to interact on the same system, and to observe the actions of the other pilot when using the

control interface [7, 11].

Independent location refers to having the control interface in at least two different positions where each pilot has

its own control interface. Interfaces can be identical or different. Barbé et al. [6] studied physical ergonomic needs

to optimize the integration of touch interaction in the future cockpit concept and found that some display locations,

such as in front of the pilots, should be recommended as they require no physical effort to access them. However, this

arrangement can result in errors when pilots use the interface simultaneously without communicating with each other,

such as the sidesick to manually control aircraft pitch and roll, that have been used simultaneously by both pilots in
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the AF447 crash [20, 26]. Rouwhorst et al. [70] presented a touchscreen control panel and initially proposed placing it

in front of each pilot. However, prototype design sessions revealed the need to move it into a crew-centered location,

since the use of the system in real operational situations required rapid information sharing among crew members.

Relative position refers to the position of the output relative to the input, either delocated or colocated.

In the current flight deck, feedback is physically separated from the control interface. The FMA, located at the top of

the PFD provides information about the modes used by the system (Fig. 1). The physical separation of the FMA from

the FCU requires pilots to perform actions in one location and to verify the result in another. It may make it difficult

to use the FMA information to verify the correct autopilot mode, potentially affecting pilots’ situational awareness

because the verification can be forgotten or omitted [61]. A survey investigated problems and operational experiences

during flight operations [76]. Some pilots mentioned related problems with verifying the status and behavior of the

automation, attributable to the fact that information on the status and behavior of different system components is

presented across the flight deck rather than in an integrated manner in a single location.

Previous work suggests that co-locating control and feedback might improve pilot’s situation awareness without

adversely affecting performance [40]. Hutchins [35] introduced the Integrated Mode Management Interface (IMMI), a

novel mode controller panel designed to facilitate the composition, execution, and evaluation of mode management

actions in one centralized location. Hutchins argues that colocating the depiction of mode states and the mode controls,

should reduce the frequency of mode selection errors resulting from the crew’s failure to notice changes indicated by

the flight mode annunciator. Albinsson and Zhai emphasized that the co-location of input and output, control and

feedback, hand action and eye gaze, makes touchscreens highly intuitive to use [3].

Feedback distribution refers to the position of the output that provides information about the system’s behavior.

The feedback position could be either shared or independent.

In a shared feedback configuration, the output is set so that both pilots can access it simultaneously, enabling them

to share the same interface and consequently hopefully have identical mode awareness. Hutchins [35] installed his

autopilot mode management interface in a central position which allows pilots to share the same feedback. Mumaw

[50] proposed a feedback-oriented display that provides information about the state of the autopilot system. The display

was shared and positioned centrally for better visibility. However, both works raise questions about the ideal placement

of a new design in a cockpit already overloaded with interfaces.

In an independent feedback configuration, the output is presented in at least two different positions. Feedback may

be identical or different depending on position. Pilots do not use the same interface for collecting information, and

hence mode awareness might differ. This is the case on commercial aircraft, where the FMA is used for system status

awareness. The same information is displayed, but each pilot has an FMA in front of him. In the literature, several

studies have used PFD as a support for integrating independent and duplicated feedback designs for mode awareness

[32, 33, 83].

4 GENERATIVE APPROACH TO USING THE DESIGN SPACE

We follow the generative design approach suggested by Beaudouin-Lafon et al. [10] to first analyze three existing

autopilot interfaces with respect to the design space and then critique them to identify current limitations. We then

generate new design dimensions that extend the design space and identify directions for future research.
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4.1 Design Space Analysis of three existing commercial cockpits

We illustrate how to apply the design space by using it to analyze the autopilot systems of the three most well-known

commercial cockpits: Airbus A320, Boeing B777 and ATR 72-500. Table 1 illustrates the design configuration of each of

the three systems and compares them. It outlines the major and minor design choices of each dimension, details of

which are provided below. Major choices are those that define the fundamental characteristics of the system, while

minor choices represent aspects that have a more limited impact on the overall use of the system.

Table 1. ATR and Boeing share a common design configurations, and differ from Airbus in the Mode Control
Philosophy (Airbus =Multiple, ATR / Boeing = Single). ATR and Boeing differ slightly in the Relative Position where

ATR is both Colocated (minor) and Delocated (major).

Touch. All three cockpits use tangible buttons and knobs on the FCU as Tactile Input . Pilots interact with the

physical interface to select targets and engage autoflight modes. However, there are notable differences in the design of

the FCU (Fig. 3).

First, the organization of the buttons is different. Airbus and Boeing use a structured layout, grouping buttons and

knobs in clusters for each of the three axes —longitudinal, lateral and vertical. Each knob is located below a target

display window that indicates the target only when actively in use.
2
. ATR has a less structured arrangement, with

knobs on either side of the push-buttons panel. Knobs are not in an individual display window, but instead on an upper

display located just above the buttons panel. The altitude is always displayed, the airspeed target is contingent on mode

engagement, and the heading target is absent from this display, requiring the pilot to check somewhere else, on another

screen.

Second, the design of each knob differs from one manufacturer to another, which is marked by variations in knob

shape or engraving. Moreover, Boeing and ATR combine a thumb wheel and conventional knobs (potentiometers) while

Airbus uses only conventional knobs.

Third, knobs on Airbus and Boeing are detented, whereas the knobs on ATR are smooth.

The three manufacturers use different Mode Control Philosophies to engage modes. Airbus uses the Multiple-

mode-per-button approach, while ATR and Boeing use the Single-mode-per-button approach. Airbus employs a push/pull

philosophy where each knob is associated with multiple modes. In broad terms, the four knobs on the FCU (Fig. 3a) are

2

The altitude target is always displayed.
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associated with speed, heading, altitude and vertical speed (left to right). The functionality of the first three buttons

consists of pushing to give control to the system (managed mode) and pulling to take control and select the target

(selected mode). The vertical speed knob operates differently: pushing it levels off the aircraft, and pulling it activates

the vertical speed mode. By contrast, ATR and Boeing use push-buttons with each button associated with a single mode,

providing a distinct mode engagement mechanism.

None of the three cockpits proposes Haptic Feedback .

(a) A320 FCU (b) ATR 72-500 FCU

(c) B777 FCU

Fig. 3. The three FCU use tangible knobs. Airbus associates multiple modes with one knob, whereas ATR and Boeing opt

for the approach of dedicating one button to a single mode.

Vision. All three cockpits use an FMA for conveying the state of the system, with textual Mode Representation

and peripheral Field of view for Feedback .

However, there are slight variations in design across manufacturers. Airbus FMA consists of a five-column layout,

with the first three columns dedicated to mode awareness. Each column represents textual information indicating

speed/thrust mode, lateral mode, and vertical mode. Boeing FMA comprises three columns, while ATR adopts a two-

column format
3
. Airbus incorporates a few pictorial elements for the Mode Representation on the target display

windows located just above the four knobs (Fig. 3a). The display shows a dot and a dotted line if the mode is managed

(target chosen by the system) or displays the target without dot if the mode is selected (target chosen by the pilot).

However, this is not optimal to maintain mode awareness.

Space. All three cockpits present a shared Control distribution with the FCU centrally positioned in the cockpit

coupled with independent Feedback distribution with a FMA in front of each pilot (Fig. 1).

The three cockpits depict a delocated Relative position of the control and feedback elements where the FMA

and FCU are separated (Fig. 1). However, the upper central display on the ATR’s FCU (Fig. 3b) also displays feedback

3

ATR 72-500 has no autothrust. Hence, the speed axis is not shown on the FMA. However, it is possible to select a speed target, which the aircraft will

maintain not by modifying thrust, but by varying pitch. Selecting a target is therefore an option for climbing or descending.
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of modes, even if this is not the recommended method for maintaining mode awareness. Consequently, ATR can be

characterized as having a colocated Relative position .

4.2 Critical Analysis of the Design Space

Although the three commercial cockpit designs share a common overall design configuration, they differ significantly

in details such as shape and button layout. More importantly, none of these cockpits include the following design

space elements: Touchscreen ,Wearable , and Grounded , Foveal , Independent , and Shared .

Two elements, Pictorial and Colocated are only partially used (Table 2). The literature suggests that these

eight elements should be integrated or further developed in future autopilot interfaces because they offer considerable

advantages for mode awareness.

Table 2. Yellow stripes identify elements partially used or omitted in each of three commercial cockpits.

4.3 Extending the Design Space

The proposed design space is based on an analysis of prior research with existing cockpits and is not exhaustive. We

generate new design dimensions that extend the design space and identify directions for future research. We present an

extended version of the design space with additional dimensions that suggest new cockpit design possibilities (Fig. 4).

Specifically, we have added Gaze-Based Input to the visual dimension and suggest two new dimensions: Audition

with Audio-based Input and Audio-based Output , Time with Feedback delay . The revised dimensions

include:

Touch refers to physical touch interaction with the autopilot.

Input Interaction uses touch as input.

Mode Control Philosophy refers to the number of modes associated to input elements.

Haptic Feedback uses touch as output.

Vision refers the visual elements of the autopilot’s input controls and output displays.

Mode Representation describes how modes and autopilot information are presented visually to the pilot.

Field of view for Feedback specifies location of visual feedback within the pilot’s field of vision.
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Fig. 4. The Generative Design Space for Autopilot Interfaces adds Gaze-Based Input to the visual dimension and

introduces two new dimensions: Audition and Time. Some categories may contain multiple elements, such as a

tangible interface that uses a touchscreen.

Gaze-Based Input uses the pilot’s gaze as input, including Grounded systems [4] and Wearable devices, e.g.

eye-trackers and head-mounted displays [44].

Space refers to the spatial layout of the autopilot input controls and output displays.

Control distribution refers to the spatial arrangement of mode control interfaces between the two pilots.

Relative position refers to the spatial relationship between input controls and output displays.

Feedback distribution refers to the spatial arrangement of displays with respect to the two pilots.

Time refers to the temporal aspects of input controls and output displays.

Feedback delay refers to the relationship between input location and where feedback appears. The system

may present feedback immediately after the pilot completes an action to indicate that it has received the input but not

necessarily that the input has been fully processed [78]. Alternatively, the system may present feedback after the system

has processed the input to indicate that the requested action is complete, and unambiguously indicates the current state

of the aircraft.
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Audition provides auditory information without interfering with the pilot’s primary visual focus [74, 85].

Audio-based Input uses verbal and non-verbal cues as an input to control the autopilot.

Although we know of no existing aircraft that lets pilots command the autopilot verbally, Jones [38] compared a

prototype voice-based interface with a trackball and touchscreen to manage a multi-window aircraft management

system, and concluded that neither is optimal. However, one could imagine using Verbal voice-based commands to

control modes or convey mode input, beyond the standard inter-pilot information exchange or communication with air

traffic controllers.

Audio-based Output refers to verbal and non-verbal cues as output that describes autopilot behavior. Autoflight

systems use alarms and alerts to notify pilots of unexpected or irregular behavior. Although the aviation literature does

not address auditory announcements, Monsaingeon et al. [47] did explore earcons to indicate modes within partially

automated vehicles. Aircraft cockpits with excessive auditory alerts and warnings can interfere with the pilot’s ability

to hear critical messages and cause “inattentional deafness” [23, 24].

4.4 Limitations and Future work

Although we sought completeness, we clearly may have missed several relevant studies that address additional design

space categories or dimensions. We thus propose this design space as a starting point for reflection which should be

updated as the technology evolves.

We applied the design space to the three most prevalent commercial cockpits. However, these do not include all

existing cockpit instruments, even among these three manufacturers, much less other aircraft. Future work would

benefit from a more comprehensive review of cockpits from other manufacturers. This paper is also restricted to

commercial autoflight systems. Future exploration of other aircraft types, such as light aviation or helicopters and

paradigms such as Single Pilot Operation would expand the design space.

Since the key goal of the design space is to inspire new ideas, we do not consider implementation, technical aspects

and certification. The cockpit is a complex and dynamic environment and many external conditions can complicate or

hinder the integration of new technologies. For example, turbulence, smoke and brightness might affect performance

of eye-tracking or touchscreen use. The noisy cockpit setting may influence the effectiveness of auditory input and

output. Future work should assess the feasibility of ideas from this design space in real-world aviation and assess their

potential for certification. Finally, future studies with pilots’ reactions to different combinations of designs based on the

design space would provide valuable insights as to the acceptability, appropriability and importance of each dimension.

5 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a design space for autopilot interfaces drawn from the existing research literature on autopilot.

We use a generative theory approach to systematically analyze and critique three existing commercial flight decks

which resulted in the identification of eight novel or rarely used interface designs. We extend the design space with

new categories and dimensions to include a total of five dimensions: Touch, Vision, Audition, Space and Time. Our goal

is to provide a wider range of options for cockpit designers and researchers to create safer, more effective flight decks

in the future.
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